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Space Found for Indian Market Place Indian

Market Place located in the University of
Chicago’s Avon Building on the South Side will
be at a transformational moment in its history,
according to AARCC Director of Development

David Alfeld. “We’re planning to transform this
property into a premier shopping destination

with a great feel, offering residents of the
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University of Chicago and the surrounding
community a unique shopping experience,”

said Alfeld, who also shared that the partners
intend to be open to minority market

candidates. The property was recently sold by
the University of Chicago to private developer

for $81.3 million (in 2014 dollars) as it was
already a mixed-use property, part of the

university campus. Alfled pointed to the team
planning the development, Oak + Oak

Development, as a driving force behind the
plan. “Many people over the past few years

have noted the uniqueness of this property,”
he said, mentioning the personal connections
the developers have with the neighborhood.

Alfeld is a first-generation Chicagoan and one
of their board members is a retail developer in
the market as well. The scale of the project is

in the $150 million range, and the team is
crafting the master plan. “We are in the pre-
concept stage,” said Alfeld. “We’re looking to

position this in a way to make it a unique
shopping and dining destination for the city.”

The project is situated along 63rd Street in the
South Shore neighborhood, in a neighborhood
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that is currently being revitalized as the
University of Chicago expands its presence in
the neighborhood. AARCC has operated on the
Avon campus since 1971, and the University

has sold the property since 1995. The
University of Chicago plans to sell the campus
to private developers for about $840 million.

Chicago Retail Analyst Kathryn Bell noted that
the neighborhood is seeing commercial

growth and is expected to be a market for
project such as Indian Market Place, located

along 63rd Street, a popular commercial
corridor in the city.The former Los Angeles
Lakers center Shaquille O’Neal might be

heading to the NBA 2K League. On Friday,
Shaq announced via Twitter that he would be

joining the league
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A: If you're missing the SDK, you can find it at
Try to navigate from to your products > 2012
> Application Development (this should take

you to your SDK) If that doesn't work, you can
also download the SDK from and extract it in
your applications directory. On a full day trip
to the Great Wall of China, your local guide

will tell you a little about the Wall’s history and
the mighty UNESCO world heritage site’s

importance. In the afternoon, your guide will
lead you to the site. You’ll pass through small
villages and listen to stories about the local

people and their ancestors. You’ll experience
the colour, happiness and beauty of life in the
majestic, heartwarming country. *Depending
on the itinerary. Highlights: Explore the Great

Wall Meet local people and experience a
typical day in their lives Visit the restaurant in

the Great Wall Visit the scenic spot with
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breathtaking panoramic views Go home with
unforgettable experience Practical

Information: Scenic tour to the Great Wall of
China One way trip Duration 5-6 hours/one
way Local time 9:00-13:00 (depends on the
departure time of the group) Inclusions All
transport to and from Beijing Insurance for

your trip Entry to the Great Wall and the ticket
for the restaurant Snacks, mineral water, tea
or coffee Guide Description Scenic tour to the
Great Wall of China One way trip Duration 5-6

hours/one way Local time 9:00-13:00
(depends on the departure time of the group)

Inclusions All transport to and from Beijing
Insurance for your trip Entry to the Great Wall

and the ticket for the restaurant Snacks,
mineral water, tea or coffee Guide Price

includes Entry to the Great Wall and the ticket
for the restaurant Pick up and drop off from
the hotel Insurance for your trip Free arrival
assistance service Tour guide Price excludes
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